
DOS AND DONTS OF WRITING A RESUME

Looking for tips that will make your resume sparkle? Learn how to write a resume that gets you job interviews with these
do's and don'ts.

Unfortunately, people still make the same mistakes over and over again in resumes, omitting the things they
should include and including those they should leave out. You should also avoid cluttering your page so that
your resume can be an easy read. Print in black ink, on one side of each sheet of A4 size paper, and choose
fonts like Verdana, Arial, Calibri or Times. The more precisely you address each of the criteria for the
particular job, demonstrating how you fit and satisfy the criteria, the greater your chances of making the
shortlist. It was embarrassing for everyone involved, but mostly for him. Now let your friends and family
members help as well. See that gem here. There is no need to waste space saying so Include your high school
education. A professional email address should preferably, contain your first and last name, and if necessary, a
number or two. Use those to describe your previous positions. Anybody who reads it should be able to
understand what you do. Use your name or a variation thereof. Re-read the resume in its entirety each time
you make an amendment. Provide a concise overview of your career summary When composing it, structure
the summary for your career journey in a manner that will tell the employers what you can do for them, rather
than what you want to gain from them. Look out for and correct any spelling and grammatical errors so that
you do not create a bad first impression. Include numbers and percentages when possible. Include lots of white
space and break up your text as much as possible using subheadings and bullet points to aid scannability. That
way, your resume will make a great first impression as soon as the hiring manager begins reading it. Sum
yourself up in a few words, focusing on your strengths and qualifications. Use a professional font. List your
experience in chronological order. This is true for a number of reasons. Hiring managers will most likely scrap
a resume without dates. Proofread your work. Some common tactics to get past these robots include
incorporating the appropriate keywords , formatting your resume properly, and utilizing standardized resume
headers. Have a summary. Nobody reads these things on paper anyway. Mislead employers about your GPA,
skills, or abilities. Additionally, you should also include spacing between sentences and paragraphs, so that
employers will be able to view key titles clearly. Manage a team and hold meetings? Give facts context by
backing them up with real examples. The risks far outweigh the potential benefits. Use common sense. ATL
and BTL are both advertising terms, which means above-the-line and below-the-line advertising respectively.
It should not be funny, suggestive, or even generic. DO be specific. Related Articles. Keep a consistent,
easily-readable format. So never skip this final step â€” it might just be the most important one! Only do this
as a last resort. Hot, New Jobs For You 2. Therefore, it is important for you to be able to put together a resume
with the right elements to increase your chances of being selected for an interview. Jobs that you worked in
more than 20 years ago, or lasted only a few months in, should also be left out.


